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Introduction
Neuroimaging research has typically assumed that cognition
can be studied by looking at activity in isolated brain regions,
but in recent years, the perspective is gradually shifting toward
the view that cognitive functions should also be studied as
resulting from large-scale network interactions (Bressler and
Menon 2010). Thus, when humans perform stimulus-based
tasks, it has been consistently found that activity increases in
the executive network (EN) and decreases in the default-mode
network (DMN) (Fox et al. 2005; Fox, Corbetta, et al. 2006;
Golland et al. 2007; Lin et al. 2011). EN components include
a ‘‘central’’ part (dorsolateral prefrontal and superior parietal
areas) and a ‘‘salience’’ part (ventrolateral prefrontal, anterior
cingulate, and anterior insular cortex) (Seeley et al. 2007;
Sridharan et al. 2008; Kim 2010), whereas DMN components—
which are consistently more active during rest and defocused
internal thinking (mind wandering)—include medial prefrontal, posterior cingulate, hippocampus, superior temporal, and
inferior parietal regions (Raichle et al. 2001; Greicius et al.
2003; Damoiseaux et al. 2006; Fox, Corbetta, et al. 2006;
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Fransson 2006; Buckner et al. 2008; Christoff et al. 2009;
Andrews-Hanna et al. 2010). DMN deactivations during task
executions have been interpreted as allowing efﬁcient resource allocation in favor of EN (Weissman et al. 2006). Several
studies support the view that behavioral performance in
externally oriented tasks is strictly linked to intrinsic activity
in DMN (Fox, Snyder, et al. 2006; Mennes et al. 2011) and to
DMN’s functional connectivity with EN (Kelly et al. 2008;
Mennes et al. 2010). Recent studies also suggest that DMN
components monitor and cause activity in EN (Uddin et al.
2009). Thus, the emerging view is that DMN activity—far from
being only rest related—is an essential portion of task-related
processing.
In the present study, we investigated whether these taskrelated network dynamics can be modulated by unconscious
information. There is much evidence showing that unconscious stimuli, mostly hidden to awareness through visual
masking techniques (Breitmeyer 2007), can nonetheless
modulate brain activity in visual and semantic brain regions
(Kouider and Dehaene 2007). A few recent studies (Lau and
Passingham 2007; van Gaal et al. 2008; van Gaal et al. 2010)
have additionally shown that masked instructions can inﬂuence
operations and activity in speciﬁc executive regions. In Lau and
Passingham (2007), participants were cued to make either
a semantic or a phonological judgment to a word stimulus, but
masked instructions primed them to perform either the same
or the alternative judgment. They investigated activity in
speciﬁc lateral prefrontal regions, known to be more active
during the execution of those types of judgments, and they
found sensitivity to the congruency of the visible and the
unconscious instructions. Similarly, in van Gaal et al. (2008,
2010), they found that unconscious NO-GO signals slowed
down GO responses or even triggered full response inhibition,
inﬂuencing activations in inferior prefrontal cortex, an area
known to increase its activity during inhibition of responses.
These results are particularly interesting because of their
implications for the debate concerning the extent to which
executive functions should be exclusively associated with
consciousness and free will (Dehaene and Naccache 2001; Jack
and Shallice 2001; Rees et al. 2002; Hommel 2007; Haggard
2008), and they suggest that unconscious information can
trigger and inﬂuence executive control.
In the present study, we extend this research on the effects
of unconscious priming of instructions by evaluating their
impact not just on speciﬁc executive regions of interest (ROIs)
but on large-scale ENs and DMNs. Volunteers were shown
instructions (cues) to respond either ipsilaterally or contralaterally to a subsequent lateralized target. Unbeknownst to
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During task executions, brain activity increases in executive
networks (ENs) and decreases in default-mode networks (DMNs).
Here, we examined whether these large-scale network dynamics
can be influenced by unconscious cognitive information processing.
Volunteers saw instructions (cues) to respond either ipsilaterally or
contralaterally to a subsequent lateralized target. Unbeknownst to
them, each cue was preceded by a masked stimulus (prime), which
could be identical (congruent), or opposite (incongruent) to the cue,
or neutral (not an instruction). Behaviorally, incongruent primes
interfered with performance, even though they were not consciously perceived. With functional magnetic resonance imaging,
we individuated the anticorrelated ENs and DMNs involved during
task execution. With effective connectivity analyses, we found that
DMNs caused activity in ENs throughout the task. Unconscious
interference during incongruent trials was associated with
a specific activity increase in ENs and an activity drop in DMNs.
Intersubject efficiency in performance during incongruent trials
was correlated with functional connectivity between specific ENs
and DMNs. These results indicate that unconscious instructions
can prime activity in ENs and DMNs and suggest that the DMNs
play a key role in unconscious monitoring of the environment in the
service of efficient resource allocation for task execution.
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response was primed. The choice of this experimental design,
also adopted in Lau and Passingham (2007), was to speciﬁcally
activate regions involved in executive control and not in motor
planning.
Another crucial aspect of our study is that, in addition to
congruent and incongruent unconscious primes, we also used
unconscious neutral stimuli, to which no instruction was
attached. This choice was made to clarify 2 important points.
First, this allowed us to determine whether any observed
priming effects were due to of facilitation or interference
(Leonard and Chiu 2007). Second, this allowed us to investigate
whether any unconscious priming effects were purely visual or
linked to executive control. This could be done because in the
neutral condition the difference between the prime and the
cue was only visual, whereas in the incongruent case it was also
in the preparation to execute either an ipsilateral or
a contralateral response. Thus, a comparison between brain
activities in incongruent versus neutral trials could reveal
changes speciﬁcally linked to unconscious priming in task-set
preparation and not in visual perception.
Another issue addressed here concerns whether the degree
of control effort required for the execution of a task
determines the extent to which unconscious instruction
primes can affect performance. In our task, the instructions
required ipsilateral or contralateral responses, but the ﬁrst are
known to involve less control than the second, due to a spatial
stimulus--response compatibility effect (Proctor and Reeve
1990). And, in fact, ipsilateral responses are invariabily found
to be faster and more accurate than contralateral responses. In
addition, in order to make sure that contralateral responses
required more control than ipsilateral responses, each block of
our experiment included a higher percentage of ipsilateral
(75%) than contralateral (25%) responses. Such regulation of
overall control at the block level has been adopted in several
other studies on executive control (West and Baylis 1998; Kane
and Engle 2003; De Pisapia and Braver 2006), so as to induce in
participants a higher expectation for one type of trial versus
another. With this manipulation, we could therefore test if the
differential degree of control effort required by the 2 unconscious instructions determined comparable priming effects.
Our procedure and analyses consisted of several steps in
succession. First, we looked for priming effects at the
behavioral level, as an obvious precondition before we could
proceed to investigate brain activity. We then used functional
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) during the execution of
this task, and we looked for a replication of the priming effects
in the scanner. We then analyzed brain activity with group
Independent Component Analysis (ICA), a widely used datadriven method to individuate and separate temporally coherent
networks based on all voxels. We then used time-course
activities of the individuated networks to investigate their
functional and causal relationship during task execution. The
general linear model (GLM) was used to characterize activation
differences during the various prime/cue combinations in
regions belonging to the individuated networks. As a last step,
we assessed the impact of the unconscious primes with an
analysis of how individual differences in performance correlated with the functional connectivity between ENs and DMNs.
In this analysis, we expected to ﬁnd that the anticorrelations
between default and executive components would be stronger
in subjects performing less efﬁciently, particularly in the more
demanding conditions, as found in Kelly et al. (2008).
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them, each cue was preceded by a masked stimulus (prime),
which could be congruent with the cue (i.e., the same
instruction), incongruent with the cue (i.e., the opposite
instruction), or neutral (i.e., not an instruction). We identiﬁed
the brain networks involved during task execution, their
functional and effective connectivity, their sensitivity to the
unconscious primes, and how connectivity correlated with
performance. Given the previously mentioned studies on
unconscious effects in executive regions, we expected to ﬁnd
that masked primes modulate activity in EN components, but
our main goal was to investigate the effects on intrinsic activity
in DMN.
This interest in DMN was justiﬁed by several lines of
evidence indicating that information processing and activity
regulation in this network might take place also in the absence
of awareness. One line of evidence comes from studies
interpreting DMN activity as mainly involved in self-oriented
processing, internal mentation, and mind wandering. It is
known that mind wandering can take place without participants’ awareness and against their intentions, with the effect
that it interferes with consciously executed externally oriented
tasks (Christoff et al. 2004, 2009; Smallwood and Schooler
2006; McVay and Kane 2010). An alternative function
attributed to DMN (Buckner et al. 2008) is of acting as
a continuous and passive gatherer of information about the
external world in an unfocused manner, working in the
background like a radar or a sentinel. DMN activity has been
shown to take place without active conscious effort, with the
automatic capacity to monitor the environment (Shulman et al.
1997; Gusnard and Raichle 2001; Gilbert et al. 2007; Hahn et al.
2007). Other evidence indicating that coherent activations in
this functional network can work independently of consciousness comes from the ﬁnding that DMN is active even during
unconscious states, such as the descent to sleep (Larson-Prior
et al. 2009), light sedation (Greicius et al. 2008), or deep
anesthesia in humans (Martuzzi et al. 2010) and also in
monkeys (Vincent et al. 2007). DMN has also been found to
be tonically active in volunteers performing an implicit
memory task but not when explicit retrieval was required
(Yang et al. 2010). Finally, in a study of free motor decisions
(pressing a left or a right button), it was found that activation
patterns in medial prefrontal and posterior cingulate cortex
predicted motor decisions up to 10 s before subjects were
conscious of them (Soon et al. 2008). These 2 regions are key
medial components of the DMN, thus suggesting that this
network might play a central role in the unconscious
processing of decision-making information. Given all these
indications, in the present study, we directly tested the
hypothesis that DMN processes unconscious task-related
information in a visual masking design.
A crucial property of our study is that the unconscious
stimuli consisted of instructions on how to respond (ipsilaterally or contralaterally), but the actual response (to press the left
or right response key) depended on where the target
subsequently appeared on the screen. In this way, the
unconscious stimuli were not priming speciﬁc motor responses
but response instructions. In other words, based on the mere
exposure to these unconscious instructions, participants could
not anticipate the required response, but they had to wait until
exposure to the speciﬁc target before a motor response could
be speciﬁed. Therefore, priming effects in this design could not
be explained in motor terms because no speciﬁc motor

Materials and Methods
Forty-six right-handed participants took part in this study (27 females,
mean age = 24.8 years, age range 19--43 years). Of these, 26 volunteers
(17 females) took part in a behavioral-only experiment (no scanning)
and 20 volunteers (10 females) took part in a functional neuroimaging
experiment that included both behavioral and scanning components.
For one of the volunteers in the neuroimaging experiment, we could
not collect reaction times (RTs) due to a technical problem with the
button box. No participant had a history of psychiatric illness or
neurological disease. They gave written informed consent to participate in this study, according to guidelines set by the Ethical Committee
of the University of Trento.

Figure 1. Experimental design. The experiment consisted of 2 parts with an identical
sequence of stimuli. Part 1—participants first saw an instruction (cue) to make either
an ipsilateral or a contralateral button press (respectively, coded square and diamond
for half participants and the inverse for the other half); then they saw a lateralized
target (circle), to which they had to quickly respond according to the instruction for
that trial (left and right indexes, respectively, on a left and right button). Unbeknownst
to them, each explicit instruction was primed by a masked instruction (prime; small
square, diamond, or star), which could be congruent (i.e., the same shape) or
incongruent (i.e., opposite shapes) with the mask or neutral (star). After a short
practice (14 trials), participants started the proper experiment with blocks including
75% ipsilateral cues and 25% contralateral cues (144 trials). Part 2—participants
were informed about the presence of masked stimuli and asked to recognize them in
a visual design identical to part 1. They could press 3 different buttons (one for each
shape) and they responded at their leisure.

Neuroimaging Experiment
A different group of participants underwent fMRI scanning while
performing a task very similar to the one used in the behavioral-only
experiment (including the stimulus-to-rule balancing), with only the
following differences. Each run of the ﬁrst part consisted of 3 ﬁxation
blocks lasting 16 s each (beginning, middle, and end) and 2 intermixed
task blocks (identical to the behavioral only), each lasting 300 s (96
trials in total for each run, 75% ipsilateral and 25% contralateral, with
the 3 balanced unconscious primes, as for behavioral-only participants).
A random variable interval of 2000 ms (50% of trials), 3000 ms (33%), or
6000 ms (17%) occurred between trials (jittering) to better estimate
the event-related hemodynamic response on each trial. Stimuli were
presented with a LCD projector (model 150) on a screen positioned at
the head end of the bore. Participants viewed the screen through
a mirror attached to the head coil. A button box was used to record
participants’ behavioral performance (left and right indexes on separate
MRI-safe pads). After the scanning session, subjects participated in the
prime identiﬁcation part of the experiment while still in the scanner.
For technical reasons, we could not record RTs of button presses
during the 2 runs of the ﬁrst subject (but we could record which
button was pressed and check that he performed the task correctly).
Stimuli were presented using ASF as for the behavioral-only part.

Image Acquisition
Imaging data were acquired using a 4-T Bruker MedSpec Biospin MR
scanner and a birdcage transmit, 8-channel receive head radio
frequency coil. Functional images were acquired with a single-shot
T2 -weighted gradient-recalled echo-planar imaging (EPI) sequence. We
used 34 slices, acquired in ascending interleaved order, slightly tilted to
run parallel to the calcarine sulcus, with a time to repeat (TR) of 2500
ms (voxel resolution, 3 3 3 3 3 mm3; time to echo [TE], 33 ms; ﬂip
angle [FA], 73; ﬁeld of view [FOV], 192 3 192 mm2; slice gap, 0.45 mm).
Each run consisted of 210 volumes. To correct for distortions in
geometry and intensity in the EPI images, we applied distortion
correction on the basis of the point-spread function data acquired
before the EPI scans (Zaitsev et al. 2004). There were 2 dummy scans,
and before further analysis, we discarded 2 further volumes. To be able
to coregister the low-resolution functional images to a high-resolution
anatomical scan, we acquired a T1-weighted anatomical scan (magnetization prepared rapid gradient echo; 1 3 1 3 1 mm3; FOV, 256 3 224
mm2; 176 slices; GRAPPA acquisition with an acceleration factor of 2;
TR, 2700 ms; TE, 4.18 ms; inversion time, 1020 ms; 7 FA).

Independent Component Analysis
After discarding the ﬁrst 2 scans, fMRI data (all subjects and all runs)
were processed using the SPM8 software (Wellcome Department of
Cognitive Neurology, London, UK; http://www.ﬁl.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/).
Preprocessing consisted in motion correction, spatial smoothing (4-mm
full-width at half-maximum Gaussian kernel), high-pass ﬁlter, and
normalization of the functional images to the MNI152 standard brain
space through their structure images. The preprocessed fMRI data set
was analyzed using the Infomax ICA Algorithm available in the Group
ICA of fMRI Toolbox (GIFT, http://icatb.sourceforge.net/groupica.
htm). The number of estimated components was set to 20, to trade-off
between preserving the variance while individuating actual network
components and not isolated regions. Group spatial ICA was obtained
by concatenating data from all subjects and then reducing this
aggregated data set to 20 temporal dimensions using principal
component analysis and then an ICA estimation using the Infomax
ICA algorithm (Bell and Sejnowski 1995). Individual time courses and
spatial maps were then back reconstructed using the aggregated
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Behavioral-Only Experiment and Analysis
The behavioral-only experiment was divided into 2 parts (see Fig. 1,
which also includes exact stimuli durations). First part—participants
had their left and right indexes, respectively, on a left and right button.
Half of them were instructed that—on each trial—if they saw a small
central square (cue), they had to quickly respond on the same side of
a subsequently ﬂashed and lateralized target (a circle); if they instead
saw a small central diamond, they had to quickly respond on the
opposite side of the target (visual angle of all shapes was 1.5). For
balancing, the other half of participants were instructed with the
reverse stimulus-to-rule mapping (diamond for ipsilateral and square
for contralateral). Unbeknownst to them, each explicit instruction was
preceded by a masked prime (‘‘backward metacontrast masking’’
[Breitmeyer and Öğmen 2006]), which could be an instruction
congruent or incongruent with the cue (small square or diamond) or
neutral (star) (visual angle 1). Targets were presented to the left or to
the right of the central cue and also above or below the level of the
central cue, so as to make their appearance more unpredictable; cues
and primes were always presented centrally. After a short practice
session with both kinds of trials (14 trials), participants started the
experiment proper, consisting of 2 blocks (75% ipsilateral cues, 25%
contralateral cues, each block with 144 trials). Second part—after the
ﬁrst part, we informed participants of the presence of the masked
stimuli, we showed a slow motion video of a trial, and we asked them to
identify the primes in a block of 72 trials (visual design identical to the

ﬁrst part). Their responses consisted in pressing 3 different buttons
(one for each shape), and they were asked to respond at their leisure.
Stimuli in both parts of the experiment were presented using ASF (‘‘A
Simple Framework,’’ available from jens.schwarzbach@unitn.it), based
on the MATLAB Psychtoolbox-3, (Brainard 1997). Behavioral performance data were analyzed via analyses of variance (ANOVAs) or paired
t-tests on the RT measures and accuracy.

components and the results from the reduction. Time courses
correspond to the waveform of patterns of coherent brain activities
across all the voxels and then represented in spatial maps. The ﬁnal maps
were obtained by converting intensity values to Z-values, removing the
average, and dividing by the standard deviation of the intensity
distribution (Calhoun et al. 2001). Finally, we visually inspected the
resulting 20 independent components and removed obvious artifacts
from the data (e.g., components linked to ventricles, edges, eye
movement, and cardiac-induced pulsatile artifact at the base of the
brain) (Kelly et al. 2010), which left us with a ﬁnal list of 14 networks,
which we labeled based on the patterns of activations (see Table 1).

Granger Causality Analysis
To assess the causal interactions between ENs and DMNs, we used
Granger causality analysis between the ICA time courses. Granger
causality analyses (Seth 2005) are used to characterize causal

Table 1
List of ICA components, after removal of artifacts (e.g., ventricles and edges)
Component

Cluster

DMN 1

1
2
3
4
1
2
3
1
1
1
2
1
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
1

DMN 2 (TPJ)

DMN 3 (PCC)
DMN 4 (MPFC)
Hippocampus
Precuneus
Central EN

Salience EN

Left visuo-motor
Right visuo-motor
Auditory
Visuo-motor

Visual 1 (associative)
Visual 2

1
2
1
2
3
1
2
1

X

Y
2
4
47
49
1
46
42
2
2
25
27
0
46
48
43
34
29
43
0
40
40
62
40
48
42
45
58
58
52
42
34
31
28
0

Z
50
52
17
19
55
65
72
60
53
35
38
65
29
12
11
65
65
43
20
17
13
34
60
18
56
28
4
4
12
45
44
75
83
74

BA
28
37
11
11
53
25
28
29
7
7
7
43
21
29
31
46
43
2
32
6
7
31
50
30
47
31
4
4
26
53
57
25
23
7

Name

9/10
23
20
20
7
39
39
23
10

7
45/48
44
44
7
7
45
24

40
7
44
7
44
22
22
44
7/40
7/40
19
19
17

Superior medial prefrontal
Posterior cingulate/precuneus
Superior temporal gyrus
Superior temporal gyrus
Precuneus
Temporal--parietal junction
Temporal--parietal junction
Posterior cingulate cortex
Medial prefrontal
Hippocampus
Hippocampus
Precuneus
Inferior prefrontal
Middle frontal gyrus
Middle frontal gyrus
Superior parietal
Superior parietal
Inferior prefrontal
Anterior cingulate
Anterior insula
Anterior insula
Superior marginal gyrus
Superior parietal
Inferior prefrontal
Superior parietal
Inferior prefrontal
Superior temporal
Superior temporal
Inferior prefrontal
Superior parietal
Superior parietal
Middle occipital gyrus
Middle occipital gyrus
Cuneus

Note: Labels for each component were assigned by visual inspection. Labels DMN1 to DMN4
refer to DMN components. For each node present in the network, we report Talairach coordinates
(x, y, z) (Talairach and Tournoux 1988), the corresponding Brodmann’s area label (BA), as well as
the anatomical name. See also Supplementary Figure 1 for visualization of these networks on
sections of a normalized brain.
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General Linear Model Analysis
To explore functional networks’ sensitivity to unconscious primes, we
conducted 2 orthogonal types of analyses: 1) whole-brain statistical
contrasts in the various conditions (including the 6 prime/cue
combinations of correct trials and an extra condition for error trials)
and 2) ROI analyses, in which functional ROIs were created by deﬁning
a 9 3 9 3 9 mm cube centered on the foci (maxima in the statistical
maps) of the default and executive components individuated with the
group ICA (Table 1). Both types of imaging data analyses were
performed with BrainVoyager QX 2.1 (Brain Innovation). For preprocessing, we performed 3D motion correction with trilinear interpolation and slice timing correction with ascending interleaved order, using
the ﬁrst slice as reference. Functional data were temporally high-pass
ﬁltered at 3 cycles/run length. A Gaussian kernel of 4 mm was applied
to spatially smooth the images. Next, we aligned the ﬁrst volume of
each functional run to the high-resolution anatomy. Both functional and
anatomical data were transformed into Talairach space (Talairach and
Tournoux 1988), using trilinear interpolation. Predictor time courses
were convolved with a canonical hemodynamic impulse response
function starting at the initial ﬁxation for each trial, also including 3D
motion correction parameters. For all reported contrasts, we used
random effects, and FDR to correct for multiple comparisons (q(FDR)
< 0.05) (Genovese et al. 2002).
Interindividual Brain--Behavior Relationship
We analyzed how the strength of the anticorrelations between default
and executive components related to performance. As a measure of
performance, we used the mean RTs in the various conditions. We
computed the correlations between this performance value and the
Pearson correlation between default and executive components,
separately in ipsilateral and contralateral trials, also dividing in the
congruent, neutral, and incongruent cases. Importantly, we also kept
the 2 runs of each subject separated, thus we had 2 RT means for each
subject. For technical reasons, we could not record RT of the ﬁrst
subject, thus his data were not computed (even though we could
register his responses, and thus we could check that he was doing the
task correctly, therefore we used his fMRI data).

Results
We ﬁrst describe the effectiveness of the visual masking
procedure. We then report the behavioral results outside and
inside the fMRI scanner. We then list the functional brain
networks involved in the task, their causal relationships, their
speciﬁc sensitivity to the unconscious primes, and how
intersubject efﬁciency in performance was a function of
anticorrelations between speciﬁc default and executive
components.
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Clustering Analysis
For each subject, we computed pairwise temporal correlations based on
the ICA time course of each individuated network. For visualization
purposes, the averaged Pearson correlation values were ordered
according to how numerically close they were to each other. To this
end, we used a k-nearest neighbor algorithm, a machine learning
classiﬁer in which an object is assigned to the class most common among
its k-nearest neighbors (software available at http://www.eigenvector.
com/MATLAB/corrmap.html). In the resulting map (Fig. 3), the scale
gives the mean correlation coefﬁcient for each network pair (coefﬁcients have been normalized, such that the highest correlation r = 0.59
was set to 1 and the strongest anticorrelations r = –0.42 was set to –1).

interactions through predictability of blood oxygen level--dependent
(BOLD) changes between time-course activity of single voxels or small
ROIs (Goebel et al. 2003; Roebroeck et al. 2005) and more recently also
between time-course activity of ICA components, which must be
intended as an entirely data-drive method to detect relationships
between large networks of activated voxels in potentially spatially
distant regions (Londei et al. 2007; Jafri et al. 2008; Demirci et al. 2009).
To perform this analysis, we adopted the functional network connectivity Toolbox (available at http://www.ece.unm.edu/~vcalhoun/mialab/
Software/fncimg.html), an extension of the GIFT toolbox (Jafri et al.
2008; Demirci et al. 2009). The toolbox adopts an individual P level of
P < 0.05 and a group P < 0.05 and then allows assessment of outward and
inward causal effects (each ICA time course can both be the cause and
the effect of other time courses). Additionally, this toolbox presents the
causal relationships over portions of the frequency spectrum, to better
differentiate if these are driven by low and or high frequencies in the
time-course activities (Cordes et al. 2001; Demirci et al. 2009). Causal
relationships were computed separately for each participant to allow
random effects analyses and false discovery rate correction for multiple
comparisons (q(FDR) < 0.05) (Genovese et al. 2002).

Behavioral Data

Task Performance
Mean RTs for all participants—combining those who participated in the behavioral-only and the fMRI experiments—for
ipsilateral trials were: congruent RT = 500.7 ms, neutral RT =
505.9 ms, incongruent RT = 538.7 ms. Mean RTs for
contralateral trials were: congruent RT = 551.0 ms, neutral
RT = 554.0, incongruent RT = 582.0. Thus (see Fig. 2), for both
ipsilateral and contralateral trials, there was an interference
effect (incongruent RT minus neutral RT) and no facilitation
effect (congruent mean RT minus neutral mean RT). To verify
these results, we performed a three-way ANOVA (2 3 2 3 3) on
mean RTs with the following factors: ‘‘group’’ (behavioral-only

Neuroimaging Data
Independent Component Analysis
ICA of the neuroimaging data allowed us to individuate the
coherent brain networks involved during task execution, as
opposed to single regions of activity (Esposito et al. 2006;
Calhoun et al. 2008). After removal of artifacts (e.g., ventricles
and edges), we identiﬁed a number of networks, including
default and executive components, as reported in Table 1.

Figure 2. Facilitation (congruent RTs minus neutral RTs) and interference
(incongruent RTs minus neutral RTs) effects for all volunteers (behavioral-only and
in the fMRI scanner), shown separately for ipsilateral and contralateral trials. There
were ipsilateral and contralateral interference effects due to incongruency between
the unconscious prime and the visible cue, and no facilitation effect when there was
congruency (see also statistical analyses). Error bars are standard errors.

Clustering Analysis
To investigate the temporal correlations between the ICA
components listed in Table 1, we used clustering analyses of
the Pearson correlation between their time courses (Fig. 3). The
results conﬁrmed that during the execution of the task, brain
activities were split into 2 opposed systems: a group of coherent
Cerebral Cortex Page 5 of 11
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Visibility of Unconscious Instructions
In line with previous studies, to keep the primes below
conscious accessibility, we used backward metacontrast masking (Breitmeyer and Öğmen 2006). As in other studies on
unconscious perception (Sergent et al. 2005; Del Cul et al.
2007), our ﬁrst criterion of effective masking was to simply ask
participants at the end of part 1 if they had noticed the
presence of stimuli preceding the cues in any of the trials.
Ninety percent of the participants responded that they never
saw anything preceding the cues, whereas the remaining 10%
reported seeing something odd (like a whitish blob or an
expansion), but only in the ﬁrst few trials of practice, and
without clearly identifying what. After we informed all
participants about the presence of the masked stimuli and
showed them a slow motion video of a trial, none of the
subjects reported ever seeing the primes before the cues. In
a separate block (part 2), they were asked to focus on the
primes and report what they saw by pressing 1 of 3 buttons
(relative to square, star, or diamond), which they could press at
their leisure. As an additional objective measure of effective
masking for all subjects (inside and outside of the scanner), we
computed their sensitivity to the prime during this separate
block by calculating d’ (Macmillan and Creelman 1991), which
on average for all subjects (both behavioral-only and fMRI
volunteers) was 0.07, not signiﬁcantly different from 0 (P >
0.3), with a standard deviation of 0.38.

or fMRI), ‘‘response-type’’ (ipsilateral or contralateral), and
‘‘congruency’’ (congruent, neutral, and incongruent) between
the unconscious prime and the mask (i.e., the visible cue). Main
effects of all factors were signiﬁcant (group P < 0.001,
response-type P < 0.001, prime/cue congruency P < 0.01),
and there was no interaction (min P = 0.74). The main effect of
the group factor indicates that there was a signiﬁcant overall
delay (behavioral-only RT = 476.95 ms, fMRI RT = 623.22 ms)
induced by the different set-up in the MR scanner (volunteers
lying on the scanner bed, looking in a small mirror, and pressing
buttons on pads) compared with the behavioral-only set-up
(volunteers sitting at a desk, in front of a monitor, and pressing
keys on a keyboard), but this did not interact with the other
factors. To further qualify the effects of the response-type and
congruency factors, we performed paired t-tests between the
congruent and incongruent conditions versus the neutral
conditions (separately for congruent and incongruent trials,
to further verify that there was no interaction between the 2
factors) and corrected for multiple comparisons (FDR). RTs of
congruent trials resulted not signiﬁcantly different from RTs of
neutral trials (P = 0.2 and P = 0.6, respectively, for ipsilateral and
contralateral trials, corrected), thus showing that there was no
facilitation effect due to the presence of the subliminal primes.
RTs for incongruent trials were instead different from RTs for
neutral trials (ipsilateral P < 0.001; contralateral P < 0.01,
corrected), thus showing that there was a signiﬁcant interference effect.
Mean error percentages were very low. For ipsilateral trials,
they were: congruent = 3.4%, neutral = 4.2%, incongruent =
5.2%; for contralateral trials: congruent = 4.6%, neutral = 5.4%,
incongruent = 6.8%. Paired t-tests (corrected with FDR)
conﬁrmed a signiﬁcant difference in error percentages only
between ipsilateral congruent trials and ipsilateral incongruent
trials (P < 0.05, corrected).
In sum, the main behavioral result was that performance was
worse when unconscious instructions were incongruent with
the visible masking instructions. Furthermore, interference
took place independently of whether the unconscious prime
regarded an easier (ipsilateral) or a more difﬁcult (contralateral) response. This interference appeared to take place at the
task-set level and not at the perceptual level because the
unconscious neutral instruction—visually different from the
subsequent conscious instruction—did not impair performance, either in RTs or in accuracy.

networks, which included executive components, and an
anticorrelated group including default mode components.

General Linear Model Analysis
The previous ICA and Granger causality analyses served to
characterize overall activity during the task. To characterize
activation differences between congruent and incongruent
trials, we used a GLM analysis. For the various statistical contrasts
(random effects, all corrected for multiple comparisons with

Figure 3. Average pairwise Pearson correlation values of time course activities of
ICA components (after removal of artifacts) during task execution, grouped using a knearest neighbor algorithm. Brain activities split into 2 general anticorrelated groups,
one including EN components and one including DMN components (see Table 1 for
a list of the specific regions in each network).
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Figure 4. Granger Causality relationships (G-causality) for default and executive
components from the ICA analysis. Arrows’ color indicates frequency, arrows’ width
is proportional to the strength of the relationship, and their direction indicates
a cause-effect relationship. We report only significant relationships (1 Samp. T-test
significant, FDR corrected for multiple comparisons q \ 0.05).
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Granger Causality Analysis
To investigate the causal connectivity between the individuated default and executive components, we performed
a Granger causality analysis of their ICA time courses (casual
connectivity graph is illustrated in Fig. 4). This analysis revealed
4 fundamental relationships (all surviving FDR correction for
multiple comparisons): 1) DMN components inﬂuence each
other (DMN3 [PCC] inﬂuenced the components DMN1 and
DMN4 [MPFC], and DMN4 [MPFC] inﬂuenced DMN2 [TPJ]); 2)
DMN3 (PCC) plays a key top-down role not just in DMN
(previous point 1) but also relative to salience EN and the
visuo-motor coordination components; 3) the salience EN
component is inﬂuenced by both DMN (DMN1, DMN2 [TPJ]
and DMN3 [PCC]) and the visuo-motor coordination component; 4) activity in the EN components appears to be strongly
caused by DMN (central EN is controlled by DMN2, visuomotor coordination is controlled by DMN1, DMN2 [TPJ], and
DMN3 [PCC], salience EN is controlled by DMN1, DMN2 [TPJ],
and DMN3 [PCC]). These results together suggest that DMN
components cause activity in EN components (Uddin et al.
2009) and reveal a key top-down role played by the PCC (Jiao
et al. 2011). The very low frequency at which these causal
relationships operate (see arrows color, all <0.1 Hz) reveals
that they were not due to physiological noise (respiratory
ranges from 0.1 to 0.5 Hz, cardiac from 0.6 to 1.2 Hz) but to
actual functional interactions (Cordes et al. 2001).

FDR, q(FDR) < 0.05), we used 7 different factors, consisting of
the 6 prime/cue combinations (congruent, neutral, and incongruent for both ipsilateral and contralateral correct
responses) and the errors trials (ipsilateral responses instead
of contralateral ones or vice versa). Trials with no response
were disregarded (only 2 trials for one subject).
Brain regions showing selective increases and decreases of
activity during correct performance were identiﬁed by
contrasting correct trials versus baseline. Consistently with
the ICA analyses, several lateral frontal, parietal, and temporal
regions associated with EN increased their activation during
task performance (Supplementary Table S1), whereas a number
of regions—more active during baseline and associated with
the DMN—decreased their activity during task execution
(Supplementary Table S2).
We also looked for selective activity during error trials, as
compared with correct trials, and we found 3 main regions in
the salience EN (insula and anterior cingulate cortex; Supplementary Table S3). It is noteworthy that regions in the DMN,
normally deactivated during correct performance, were instead
not deactivated during error trials if compared with baseline
(i.e., no region survived in the contrast of higher activations
during baseline compared with error trials) (Sonuga-Barke and
Castellanos 2007).
Given that the behavioral data showed that a priming effect
took place only during prime/cue incongruency, in the key
contrast we looked for brain activity involved during incongruent versus neutral trials (Fig. 5). It is important to
underline that in this crucial contrast, we were looking at
unconscious interference in task-set preparation and, simultaneously, we were excluding perceptual interference. This is
because prime and cue were visually different both in
incongruent and neutral trials, but it is only in the incongruent
trials that unconscious primes coded for (contradictory)
instructions. A number of regions in DMN showed decreased

activity during this contrast, whereas a number of regions in EN
showed increased activation (Table 2).
In another contrast, we looked at activity during neutral
trials versus congruent trials, which showed only a right
occipital region (Brodmann area 18, x = 14, y = –77, z = 23).
Finally, in a ROI analysis, we speciﬁcally looked at activity in
the salience and central EN and in DMN1 and DMN4 (medial
prefrontal) component (Fig. 6). The activity in the incongruent
trials compared with the neutral and congruent cases increased
in the EN and decreased in the DMN components both for
ipsilateral and contralateral trials.
Summarizing, the GLM analysis conﬁrmed that the group
effects of incongruent trials during the task consisted of

increased activation in EN and increased deactivation in the
DMN.

Discussion

Figure 5. Activated (orange) and deactivated (blue) regions during incongruent trials
relative to neutral trials. Acronyms: L and R at the beginning stand for left and right;
SFG, superior frontal gyrus; MPFC, medial prefrontal; DLPFC, dorsolateral prefrontal;
ACC, anterior cingulate; INS, insula; PCC, posterior cingulate; SP, superior parietal; IP,
inferior parietal; STG, superior temporal gyrus.

Table 2
Brain regions identified with the contrast incongruent versus neutral trials (see Fig. 5)
Anatomical
location
Activation increases
R. middle frontal gyrus (RDLPFC)
L. middle frontal gyrus (LDLPFC)
R. insula (RINS)
L. insula (LINS)
R. cingulate gyrus (RACC)
L. cingulate gyrus (LACC)
R. superior parietal lobule (RSP)
L. superior parietal lobule (LSP)
Activation decreases
R. superior frontal gyrus (RSFG)
L. superior frontal gyrus (LSFG)
R medial frontal gyrus (RMPFC)
L medial frontal gyrus (LMPFC)
L. posterior cingulate (LPCC)
R. posterior cingulate (RPCC)
R. supramarginal gyrus (RIP)
L. supramarginal gyrus (LIP)
R superior temporal gyrus (RSTG)
L. superior temporal gyrus (LSTG)

BA

X

Y

Z

t-value

9
9
13
13
32
32
7
7

42
39
33
32
3
3
24
25

17
20
20
17
20
19
59
61

28
26
4
1
34
36
40
43

3.60
3.37
3.91
3.38
3.52
3.27
3.54
3.41

10
10
10
10
29
29
40
40
21
38

10
16
7
6
12
2
54
50
40
52

53
56
37
49
48
50
48
57
9
2

10
27
5
5
10
29
22
27
16
17

4.93
4.49
4.56
3.41
7.12
4.59
3.97
4.72
4.66
4.47

Note: Labels for foci of ROIs reported in the figure are in bold font. (q(FDR) \ 0.05; cluster size
threshold 150 mm3). We report Talairach coordinates (x, y, z) (Talairach and Tournoux 1988) and
the corresponding Brodmann’s area label (BA).

In this behavioral and functional neuroimaging study, we
investigated the effects of unconscious priming instruction on
large-scale brain networks known to be modulated by task
demands, namely ENs and DMNs. We found that unconscious
primes interfered with performance when they were incongruent with the cues. This interference acted at the
executive control level because a purely visual difference
between a neutral prime and a cue did not produce behavioral
effects (in RT or accuracy). The degree of control required to
execute the responses (ipsilateral responses were less effortful
than contralateral responses) did not affect unconscious
priming. That is, the interference effect was obtained independently of whether the unconscious prime concerned the
ipsilateral or the contralateral response. Using fMRI, with
correlation and clustering analyses of the averaged Pearson’s
values, we individuated the independent anticorrelated networks involved during task execution, and with Granger
causality analyses, we found that DMN components had a causal
role on the activity in EN. GLM analyses revealed that the
speciﬁc involvement of regions belonging to these networks
(compared with activity during baseline) led to increased
activations in ENs and decreased activations in DMNs. Investigation of the effects of the unconscious incongruent
primes revealed decreased activations in DMN components and
increased activations in EN components compared with the
neutral trials. Finally, intersubject differences in speed during
incongruent trials correlated with opposing effects between
salience EN and a DMN component (DMN1).
Activity increases in executive regions have been reported in
other studies (Lau and Passingham 2007; van Gaal et al. 2008,
2010). Our results conﬁrm the emerging view that executive
control is not necessarily tied to consciousness (Hommel 2007;
Suhler and Churchland 2009), contrary to traditional research
which identiﬁed it with intentional control and assumed that it
necessarily requires consciousness (Jacoby 1991; Jack and
Shallice 2001). Our results are also consistent with a recent
study (Ursu et al. 2009) showing that anterior cingulate areas
Cerebral Cortex Page 7 of 11
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Interindividual Brain--Behavior Relationship
We assessed if predictors could be derived from the DMN and
EN for task performance. Based on previous studies, we looked
at the relationship of anticorrelation strength and task
performance at the single-subject level (Kelly et al. 2008). In
this analysis, we expected to ﬁnd that the anticorrelations
between default and executive components would be stronger
in subjects performing more efﬁciently, particularly in the more
demanding incongruent conditions, where the unconscious
primes conﬂicted with the conscious cues (Kelly et al. 2008).
The individual anticorrelations between ENs and DMNs during
the various conditions varied greatly (from between –0.6 and
0.4). We found signiﬁcant effects on RT means in the various
conditions only for the negative correlation of DMN1 and
salience EN, such that interindividual speed during performance
increased with increasing anticorrelation (Fig. 7). This effect
reached signiﬁcance only for the more demanding incongruent
trials (those in which there is interference), for both ipsilateral
and contralateral trials.

Figure 7. Distributions of single-subject’s mean RTs (2 runs for each subject) during all 6 possible trial combinations (congruent/neutral/incongruent 3 ipsilateral/contralateral)
as a function of the temporal correlation coefficient between DMN1 and salience EN. Faster RTs are consistent with stronger anticorrelations, but this is significant only for the
most difficult condition, namely incongruent trials (P \ 0.05), as in Kelly et al. (2008).

are sensitive to unconscious conﬂict created by an implicit
probabilistic learning rule. In that study, volunteers had to
respond to a stimulus location that changed according to rule
they were not aware of, but that they had learned implicitly.
Unbeknownst to the subjects, the stimulus location occasionally broke the implicit rule. An ROI analysis revealed that
Page 8 of 11 Unconscious Priming in Brain Networks
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anterior cingulate cortex increased its activity for these trials
presumably because they presented an unconscious conﬂict.
This area is known to be more active in the presence of
response conﬂict (Botvinick et al. 2004) at various time scales
(De Pisapia and Braver 2006). However, Ursu et al. (2009) for
the ﬁrst time found that such conﬂict detection can act
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Figure 6. ROIs activities in the various prime/cue combinations. In these DMN components (DMN1 and DMN4), the amount of deactivations during incongruent trials is
significantly stronger compared to activity during the neutral trials (for ipsilateral trials P \ 0.01, for contralateral trials P \ 0.05, t-test). In these EN components (central and
salience), the increase of activation during incongruent trials is significantly higher than the activation during neutral trials (for ipsilateral trials P \ 0.01, for contralateral trials P \
0.05, t-test). Error bars are standard errors.

between networks (Londei et al. 2007; Jafri et al. 2008; Demirci
et al. 2009; Havlicek et al. 2010; Liao et al. 2010), and which has
the additional advantage of not requiring the choice of seed
regions, as done for regional Granger analyses.
What is the general functional signiﬁcance of these unconscious DMN modulations driven by unconscious priming
instructions? Soon et al. (2008) found that human ‘‘voluntary’’
motor decisions are coded in DMN regions and suggested that
this network might control and determine upcoming decisions
long before subjects are consciously aware of them. Our study
additionally suggests that such unconscious future-oriented
information processing taking place in DMN can be inﬂuenced
by external masked instruction and primed without awareness.
In general, the topic of how external stimuli affect DMN
activity is currently highly debated (Gilbert et al. 2007; Northoff
et al. 2010). One prominent interpretation is that DMN acts as
a ‘‘sentinel’’ capable of monitoring the outside world but in an
unfocussed and passive mode (Shulman et al. 1997; Gusnard
and Raichle 2001; Gilbert et al. 2007; Hahn et al. 2007). Based
on our results and in the light of other studies (Uddin et al.
2009) showing that DMN components have a causal role on EN,
we support the view of a sentinel-like role for DMN and,
additionally, propose that it might unconsciously monitor for
the need of interrupting the stream of thoughts (McKiernan
et al. 2006). In our study, the task was extremely simple and
quickly routinized, but a demand for a higher external focus
was triggered unconsciously by a masked contradictory
instruction during incongruent trials, inducing uncertainty in
the cognitive system about the speciﬁc course of actions to
take. Such interference required a resolution in favor of the
conscious goal, and thus, a deactivation in DMN allowed for
a higher amount of focused attention compared with the case
when there was no such conﬂict (the congruent and the
neutral case). Such capacity for unconscious broad monitoring
might be a necessity not just when the cognitive system is fully
engaged in internal-oriented thinking (Buckner and Carroll
2007), but in particular when—in parallel—it is executing
a very simple and routinized task, a situation known to engage
a concurrent recruitment of default and executive regions
(Christoff et al. 2009). In such situations, the subjective
experience of mind wandering is accompanied by a task
execution ‘‘in the background’’ (as happens, e.g., when a person
is absorbed in her thoughts while driving on a well-known
road). In such defocused situations, it would be inconvenient
for the cognitive system to be completely detached from the
environment, in case of an unexpected or salient task-related
stimulus requiring increased attention (in the driving example,
an unpredicted obstacle appearing in front of the vehicle or the
exit signal). In such settings, a sentinel mechanism capable of
an unconscious monitoring of the environment allows the
individual to decouple from the internal processing and focus
more on the external task when needed. A topic for future
research will also be how unconscious monitoring in DMN
relates to the observation that people who are mind wandering
during simple task executions can either be aware of their
drifting thoughts (tuning out) or be so immersed in their
internal thoughts that they are not aware of them (zoning-out)
(Smallwood et al. 2008).
The main purpose of our study was to investigate the effects
of exogenous unconscious priming instructions on ENs and
DMNs. We found that unconscious instructions conﬂicting
with consciously visible instructions disengaged activities in
Cerebral Cortex Page 9 of 11
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unconsciously. In our experiment, we also found that anterior
cingulate regions—almost overlapping with the regions in Ursu
et al. (2009) (see Table 1)—were sensitive to the unconscious
conﬂict generated by the incongruent primes. We have
interpreted this effect in the context of activity in salience
EN (its activity is reported in Fig. 7), of which anterior cingulate
cortex is a part (Seeley et al. 2007). Further studies will have to
investigate in detail how the anterior cingulate component
interacts with the rest of the salience EN in both conscious and
unconscious processing of information.
Our study extends previous ﬁndings by showing that
unconscious conﬂicting primes not only increase activation in
speciﬁc executive regions, but they concurrently deactivate
DMN components. Using effective connectivity analyses, we
revealed that the DMN plays a leading role throughout task
execution. As already noted, the crucial role of DMN in task
execution was recently emphasized in a study by Uddin et al.
(2009). This convergence of results suggests that the DMN
indirectly regulates task execution by decreasing activity in EN
when there is no task to perform or when the task is not
particularly demanding, and by deactivating itself when the
external demands increase. Our ﬁndings additionally suggest
that these dynamics can be modulated by unconscious
demands. Along these lines, we ﬁnd that a greater coordination
between DMN components and salience EN was associated
with faster and more efﬁcient performance, thus suggesting
that suppression of DMN activity during task execution is as
important as EN increased activations.
Recent studies support the view that it is the salience EN
(including insular and anterior cingulate cortex)—and not the
central EN—that supports a basic domain independent and
externally directed task mode anticorrelated to DMN (Braver
and Barch 2006; Dosenbach et al. 2006, 2007). Our ﬁndings
additionally show that its functional connectivity with DMN
components predicts performance efﬁciency even in the case
of unconscious, task-related information. Notably, with
a whole-brain GLM analysis we found that salience regions
were strongly activated during error trials (Supplementary
Table S3), whereas regions in the DMN, normally deactivated
during correct executions, were instead not deactivated if
compared with baseline (i.e., no region survived in the contrast
of higher activations during baseline compared with error
trials). This suggests that during error trials there was low
anticorrelation between salience ENs and DMNs. We did not
investigate further this aspect because of the very low
percentage of errors in this task (ranging on average between
3% and 6%).
While Granger analyses indicate signiﬁcant causal relationships between DMN and EN, further examination of these
claims is required to fully support the hypothesis that DMN
regulates activity in EN (during both conscious and unconscious processing of information). Inferences about regional
effective connectivity based on Granger causality analyses
could be criticized on the grounds that it is possible that
hemodynamic delays of BOLD signals might vary systematically
between regions, independently of actual causal relationships.
One response to this criticism is that studies of the BOLD signal
have not found such regional systematicity in temporal
variability (Miezin et al. 2000). Additionally, the Granger
causality analyses in our study are based not on regional but
on ICA components’ time courses, a method that several other
studies have shown to reliably individuate causal relationships

DMN and increased activity in EN. This study suggests that the
involvement of DMN in unfocused and broad watchfulness
(Shulman et al. 1997; Gusnard and Raichle 2001; Gilbert et al.
2007; Hahn et al. 2007) and in the allocation of attentional
resources in EN (Raichle et al. 2001; Greicius et al. 2003; Fox,
Corbetta, et al. 2006; Fransson 2006; Christoff et al. 2009) can
also act in the absence of awareness.
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